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Abstract
Rationale: Egocentric neglect is characterized by responses missing on the contralateral side with respect to the viewer, while
allocentric neglect is characterized in responses missing on the contralateral side with respect to the object . However, little has been
reported about the neural tracts associated with egocentric and allocentric neglect. We investigated which neural tracts were
involved in two types of neglect (egocentric and allocentric) in a stroke patient who showed allocentric neglect by using the Apple
Cancellation test, a specialized test to distinguish between egocentric and allocentric neglect.

Patient concerns: He showed good cognitive function but presented with severe neglect on the left side (A 42-year-old, right-
handed male patient). He was unable to undergo even the pencil and paper test for evaluation of the severity of neglect.

Diagnoses: He was diagnosed as spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage at the right basal ganglia and underwent conservative
management at the neurosurgery department of a university hospital.

Interventions: Two weeks after onset, he began rehabilitation at the rehabilitation department of the same university hospital.
During a seven month rehabilitation, the patient showed significant improvement of his severe left neglect.

Outcomes: We used the Apple Cancellation test to distinguish between egocentric and allocentric neglect; the results failed to
reveal egocentric neglect, however, they did reveal severe allocentric neglect. In addition, on diffusion tensor tractography (DTT) at 2
weeks after onset, the right superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) showed partial injury and narrowing in the parietal lobe compared to
that of the left SLF. In addition, the right inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF) was not reconstructed. By contrast, on 7-month
post-onset DTT, the right SLF revealed elongation and thickening in the parietal lobe that approached similarity to that for the left SLF.
However, the right IFOF was still not reconstructed.

Lessons: The associations of egocentric neglect with the dorsal pathway (SLF) and the association of allocentric neglect with the
ventral pathway (IFOF) in the right hemisphere were demonstrated in a stroke patient. It appears that DTT can be helpful in
demonstrating both the affected pathway and the neglect type in patients with neglect.

Abbreviations: CST = corticospinal tract, DTI = diffusion tensor imaging, DTT = diffusion tensor tractography, EPI = echo planar
imaging, FA = fractional anisotropy, IFOF = inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, NEX = number of excitations, ROIs = regions of
interest, SLF = superior longitudinal fasciculus, TE = echo time, TR = repetition time.
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1. Introduction

Neglect is a common sequela in which there is failure to attend to
stimuli presented on the contralateral side after right hemisphere
injury, and neglect is classified into 2 types: egocentric and
allocentric.[1,2] Egocentric neglect is characterized by responses
missing on the contralateral side with respect to the viewer
(subject-centered), while allocentric neglect is characterized in
responses missing on the contralateral side with respect to the
object (object-centered).[3]

The spatial coding system is reported to consist of a dorsal visual
pathway (the “where” pathway) and the ventral visual pathway
(the “what” pathway).[4] Several previous studies have demon-
strated that various neural tracts including the 2 above-mentioned
pathways are involved in neglect.[5–10] Furthermore, some studies
have suggested that egocentric and allocentric neglect types are
closely related to the dorsal and ventral visual pathways,
respectively.[4,11] The recently developed diffusion tensor tractog-
raphy (DTT) method, results of which are reconstructed from
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data, have allowed reconstruction
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of theneural tracts in the spatial coding system that are relatedwith
neglect; that is, the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) in the
dorsal visual pathway and the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus
(IFOF) in the ventral visual pathway.[12–16]Recently, a patientwho
exhibited allocentric neglect due to injury of the IFOF was
reported.[17] However, little has been reported about the neural
tracts associated with egocentric and allocentric.
In this study, we investigated which neural tracts were involved

in 2 types of neglect (egocentric and allocentric) in a stroke
patient by using the Apple Cancellation test, which is reported
to be specialized for distinguishing between egocentric and
allocentric neglect.[5,18]
Figure 1. (A) Brain computed tomography images at the onset show evidence
magnetic resonance images at 2 weeks after onset show a leukomalactic lesio
tractography (DTT). On 2-week DTT, the right superior longitudinal fasciculus showe
occipital fasciculus was not reconstructed. On 7-month DTT, the right superior l
parietal lobe compared to that on 2-week DTT. However, the inferior fronto-occipita
tractography.
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2. Case report
A 42-year-old, right-handed male patient was diagnosed as
spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage at the right basal ganglia
and underwent conservative management at the neurosurgery
department of a university hospital (Fig. 1A and B). At 2 weeks
after onset, he began rehabilitation at the rehabilitation
department of the same university hospital. He presented with
severe weakness of the left upper and lower extremities and could
move only proximal parts of the left shoulder and hip joint
(Manual Muscle Test result=2).[19] He showed good cognitive
function (Mini-Mental State Examination score=29 [full score=
30]).[20] However, he presented with severe neglect in the left side
of intracerebral hemorrhage on the right basal ganglia. (B) T2-weighted brain
n in the right basal ganglia and the centrum semiovale. (C) Diffusion tensor
d partial injury and narrowing in the parietal lobe (pink arrow). The inferior fronto-
ongitudinal fasciculus (green arrow) revealed elongation and thickening in the
l fasciculus (sky blue arrow) remained not reconstructed. DTT=diffusion tensor
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and was unable to undergo even the pencil and paper test for
evaluation of the severity of neglect. In addition, he had to
perform most daily living activities with maximum assist
(modified Barthel index=24 [full score=100]).[21] During 7
months of rehabilitation, the patient showed significant improve-
ment in his severe left neglect and became able to undergo various
neglect tests. For example, the motor-free visual perception test
that he could not perform at 2 weeks was improved to a score of
33 points at 7 months (full score=36).[22] After 7 months of
rehabilitation, we used the Apple Cancellation test to distinguish
between egocentric and allocentric neglect. That test consisted of
150 apple-shaped images (50 target images [full apples] and 100
distractor images [left or right open apple]) on A4 paper.[18,23]

The test page was divided into 5 areas (2 left, 1 middle, and 2 right
areas) by an invisible grid and 150 apple images were
pseudorandomly scattered over the page (30 apples per area).
Test scoring for egocentric neglect was based on the difference
between the numbers of right area and left area (excluding the
middle area), whereas scoring for allocentric neglect was based on
the difference between the numbers of left area and right area open
apples (including those in themiddle area).The cutoff scores for the
presence of left side neglect by neglect typewere: egocentric neglect
>2, allocentric neglect >1 (a minus score indicates right side
neglect).[18] The Apple Cancellation test has been validated for
clinical usefulness via the Star Cancellation test[18] and recently
standardized for both English[24] and Italian[23] populations.
After 7 months of rehabilitation, the results of Apple

Cancellation test did not indicate the presence of egocentric
neglect (score=0, cutoff >2); however, they did reveal the
presence of severe allocentric neglect (score=10, cutoff
>1).[18,25]
2.1. Diffusion tensor imaging

The DTI data for the patient were acquired twice (at 2 weeks and
7 months after intracerebral hemorrhage onset) by using a 6-
channel head coil on a 1.5 T Philips Gyroscan Intera (Philips,
Best, the Netherlands) with single-shot echo-planar imaging. For
each of the 32 noncollinear diffusion sensitizing gradients, we
acquired 70 contiguous slices parallel to the anterior commis-
sure–posterior commissure line. Imaging parameters were as
follows: acquisition matrix=96�96, reconstructed to matrix=
192�192 matrix, field of view=240mm�240mm, TR=
10,398ms, TE=72ms, parallel imaging reduction factor (SENSE
factor)=2, EPI factor=59, b=1000s/mm2, NEX=1, and slice
thickness=2.5mm.
Fiber tracking was performed by using the fiber assignment

continuous tracking (FACT) algorithm implemented within DTI
task card software (Philips Extended MR Workspace 2.6.3,
Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands). Each of the DTI
replications was intraregistered to the baseline “b0” images to
correct for residual eddy-current image distortions and head
motion effects by using a diffusion registration package (Philips
Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands). All tract analyses used 2
regions of interest (ROIs) on the obtained color map. The ROIs
for the SLF analysis formed a triangular shape just lateral to the
corticospinal tract (CST) near the anterior horn of the lateral
ventricle and a second triangular shape near the posterior horn of
the lateral ventricle.[26–28] The ROIs of the IFOF were the ventral
and medial parts of the occipital and orbitofrontal regions in the
green-colored fibers on the sagittal plane.[29,30] Fiber tracking
was performed based on a fractional anisotropy (FA) threshold of
>0.15 and a direction threshold of <27°.
3

On the patient’s 2-week DTT, the right SLF showed partial
injury and narrowing in the parietal lobe compared to that of the
left SLF. The right IFOFwas not reconstructed. By contrast, on 7-
month DTT, the right SLF revealed elongation and thickening in
the parietal lobe, attaining near-similarity to that of the left SLF.
However, there was still no reconstruction of the right IFOF
(Fig. 1C).
3. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the changes in DTT results for the
SLF and IFOF in a stroke patient and related them to the patient’s
neglect type. On 2-weekDTT, the partial injury and narrowing of
the SLF in the parietal lobe and the absence of reconstruction of
the IFOF neural tracts indicated neural injury. By contrast, on 7-
month DTT, elongation and thickening in the parietal lobe region
of the right SLF indicated recovery of the injured right SLF;
however, the persistence of non-reconstruction of the right IFOF
suggested no change in the injured right IFOF. Regarding the
clinical changes in neglect during the same period, egocentric
neglect had recovered without significant recovery of allocentric
neglect. As a result, we assumed that the recovery of egocentric
neglect was related to the recovery of the SLF. By contrast, the
non-recovery of the patient’s allocentric neglect was ascribed to
non-recovery of the injured IFOF.
Since the introduction of DTI, several studies have reported that

the SLF in the dorsal pathway and the IFOF in the ventral pathway
have important roles in neglect.[12–17] In 2005, Thiebaut de
Schotten et al[14] demonstrated that the right SLF was responsible
for the neglect observed in a patient with brain tumor. In 2009,
Shinoura et al[12] reported that the right SLF had a critical role in 2
neglect patients with brain tumors. In 2008 and 2011, Urbanski
et al[15,16] reported on stroke patients with neglect and concluded
that the IFOF and the fronto-parietal connection, respectively,
were themajor reasons for the observed neglect. In 2014, Thiebaut
de Schotten et al[13] investigated 58 stroke patients with middle
cerebral artery injury and reported that SLF II (among SLFs I, II,
and III) was best predictor of left neglect. However, the
aforementioned studies did not use specialized tests to distinguish
between egocentric and allocentric neglect. In addition, traditional
neglect tests such as the line bisection and previous cancellation
tests cannot reflect the exact neglect type or its severity.[5] Recently,
Jang and Jang[17] reported that the IFOF was the main region
involved in the allocentric neglect of a patient with intracerebral
hemorrhage. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
demonstrate the relationship between neglect type (egocentric and
allocentric) and pathway (dorsal and ventral) by using both Apple
Cancellation testing and DTT.
However, limitations of this study should be considered: first,

the small number of patients; second, no exact identification of
the neural tract causing neglect in the ventral pathway; third,
inherent limitations of DTT analysis as the DTT technique may
be operator dependent and regions of fiber complexity and fiber
crossing may cause underestimation during reconstruction of a
neural tract.[31,32] Therefore, further studies aimed at overcoming
these limitations should be encouraged.
In conclusion, an association of left side egocentric neglect with

the SLF in the dorsal pathway of the right hemisphere and an
association of left side allocentric neglect with the IFOF in the
ventral pathway of the right hemisphere were demonstrated in a
stroke patient. It appears that DTT can be helpful in
demonstrating both the neural pathways involved in neglect
and the type of neglect in patients with neglect. Understanding the
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difference of the neural tracts which are related to allocentric and
egocentric neglect is clinically important because therapeutic
strategy is different between 2 types of neglect. As a result, our
results can be useful for proper rehabilitative therapy in stroke
patients with neglect. Ethical approval for this study was
provided by Yeungnam University hospital Institutional Review
Board (YUMC-2017-06-020) and the written informed consent
was obtained from the patient.
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